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Dear Stephen,
S
In thiss issue of th
he ChoiceW
Works newssletter, Cho iceWords, w
we look at how you ccan
put th
he ʺIʺ in ʺW
Weʺ; a focuss on being accountablle for the sspace where people jo
oin
togeth
her in collab
borative wa
ays to produce high peerformancee results.
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Putting
P
the
t "I" inn "We"
by Steve
S
Morriss

In our previous letters we defined accountability an d identified its three diimensions: ""I",
"We" and
a "System
ms". We've taalked brieflyy about the ""I" dimension; looking att yourself firrst,
and we've
w
outlin
ned a syste
em of agre
eements th at supportss accountab
bility. In this
exploration we will take a brie
ef look at the
e "WE" dimeension.
The Sw
weet‐Spot of
o accountab
bility lives where
w
the vvision, strateegies, goals and intent of
each function,
f
department an
nd individuaal overlaps w
with the vission, strateggies, goals and

intentions of the overall organization. When people are aligned around these common and
overlapping targets the organization thrives and grows. When they are unaligned people
and groups are frequently moving at cross purposes and not achieving all that is possible.
The "We" actually starts with an "I". The first step in activating the "We" is that each
individual in the organization acknowledges and commits to the fact that they are working
and living in an interdependent environment. No one person can deliver the organizational
results on their own, nor can any single department. Collaboration is required. In a truly
accountable organization any decision people make includes a consideration of the impact
of that choice on the organization and other functions, departments and individuals.
Juilie is a Vice President of Information Services (IS) in a small manufacturing company.
Frequently department heads and individuals come to her with "emergencies." They
usually involve processes that have been initiated at the department level that have failed
to deliver what was expected. She is asked to "immediately" help people overcome the
problem or create a system or a "fix" to achieve the purpose of the process. Julie has no
hesitation to help other departments and individuals; after all, they are her customers and
her reason for being there. Her frustrations arise because most of these "emergencies"
could have been avoided if the IS department had been consulted early in the planning
stages of these new processes. In this way she could skip the mess of cleaning up a bad
situation under the pressure of time while interrupting other planned activities for her
group.
In Julie's company, people frequently seem to be excluding each other. The attitude
communicated is, the fewer people involved, the more independence we can have in
making our choices for the good of our department. Company needs and the impact on
others are not a concern for some of the people in this culture.
After many frustrating days and nights Julie finally puts the "I" in the "We" and broaches
the subject at a Leadership Team Meeting with the other high ranking executives in the
company. She proactively leads the discussion to initiate a new attitude in the
organization, not just about Information Services, but about cross functional cooperation
in general. The CEO and the President both welcome the conversation. Julie comes
prepared with examples of interdepartmental opportunities that have been missed, many
not involving her department. She proposes a solution for all of them. She knows that a
shift or change in culture takes deliberate action. The four actions she suggests are simple
and a good start to bridging the gap:
1. Each time people plan a meeting, a project, a new process or a change in an
existing process, operating rule or principle they will take time to deliberately
consider what other departments and individuals should be invited to participate.
They will also do some risk management, examining what might happen if those
other people and entities are not involved. They will then extend an invitation to

other people letting them know why it's important that they attend and should be
involved.
2. Every meeting and discussion with workers will include some consideration of and
focus on the Sweet Spot of Accountability. Asking the question: What is the impact
of our decisions and actions on other individuals, departments and functions and
the impact on the overall organizational vision, strategies, goals and intentions?
Make the implicit explicit. Get people actively and habitually thinking about their
part in the Sweet Spot ‐ what success looks like for all involved.
3. At each monthly Leadership Team Meeting, the executives will review their actions
and the improvements that have been made as a result of this cross functional and
interdepartmental dialogue taking the measure of their successes and failures,
learning from their mistakes and planning adjustments to and making
commitments for their future actions.
4. Deliberately share throughout the organization both success stories and lessons
learned in writing and in verbal exchanges.
Julie points out to the group that by implementing these four habits of consideration,
discussion and review a shift in the organization's culture will come about, particularly if
the Leadership Team models and leads these actions. She asks that each executive
formally agree to participate in this initiative. After some discussion, they come to
agreement. The CEO and President give it their full support.
Julie took initiative. She saw a need to act on her own to create a "WE" space in the
thinking of the Leadership Team. She did not need permission from her bosses to take on
this role. She acted on her own with the courage and conviction of her beliefs. After all,
she is as accountable for the overall results of the organization as any other person.
Nothing that goes on within the company is unimportant to her, even if it is not related to
Information Services. She is committed to the Sweet Spot, the overall success of the
organization, and to putting the "I" in "WE".
The "WE" dimension of accountability includes many factors. Some of them are:
 Continuously create the "WE" by focusing on collaboration.
o Individual with individual.
o Individual with team.
o Team with team.
o Team with organization.
o Individual with organization.
 Align around common vision, outcomes and standards.
 Identify and make clear explicit agreements.
 Measure the right things.
 Fail forward ‐ learn and improve.
 Own every meeting together.

In Julie's actions and her simple four step plan she covered all the bases in this outline that
defines the "WE" dimension of accountability.
You can put the "I" in "WE" in your organization. Start the dialogue today. It only takes one
voice to move the team.
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The Effective Question
Who do "I" choose to be to lead the "WE"?
For a "WE" to become effective, an "I" has to lead it. Therefore the question for you is:
What part do "I" play in leading the "WE" dimension of accountability. In the accountable
organization every person has a role in leading the "WE" because every person is
committed to those things that everyone owns and no one person controls; the Sweet
Spot of Accountability.
When cross functional and interdepartmental actions are not coordinated and
collaboration is not working, someone has to take the lead and that person is YOU. You
can wait until the boss does it, or you can wait until your peers take up the challenge or
you can just wait while people flounder and nothing happens. In the accountable culture
as soon as any individual, and that means you, identifies a challenge to that Sweet Spot
there is an implication that they can choose to act and lead others towards the necessary
changes.
Our biology leads us to focus on ourselves ‐ we are by nature self‐centered. Thinking of the
"WE" must be deliberate. It is everyone's responsibility to help each other move the I to
the WE.
You can choose to be someone who:
 Models what you want from others.
 Acts with courage to publicly identify the opportunity.
 Suggests actions that individuals, the team and the organization can take to make
accountability real.
 Point out the benefits of the change.
 Lead discussions aimed at making decisions and agreements together.
 Follow up with others to hold them accountable for those agreements.
 Lead conflict and mistakes to learning, mutual respect, collaboration, and success.
 Lead others to focus on the Sweet Spot.

You caan do this iff you are a CEO, a man
nager, salari ed staff witthout direct reports, or a
front line employe
ee, or a team
m member. The
T "WE" off accountability starts with one persson
enrolling one othe
er person. Th
hey become a "WE" and can model change for o
others.
Who do
d you choosse to be to le
ead the "WEE"?
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Thank
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If you
u want to co
omment dirrectly on ou
ur content o
or if you waant some ad
dditional
guidance for crea
ating accou
untability in
n your orgaanization, please call u
us or click on
n
a sign
nature below
w to contactt any of thee three partn
tners at Cho
oiceWorks IInc.
Sincerrely,
Deb Turner
T
Jill Mo
orris
Steve Morris
M

Call uss at 619-450-6
6777
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